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This eventually led to Corrao Group building a custom
application within WarrenCo’s Salesforce that allowed them to
create and send out estimates while onsite during their initial
appointment. Their manually written emails were created as
templates in Salesforce to speed up communications as well as
give WarrenCo’s team real-time insight into how both
prospective deals and current projects were being handled.
Implementing their business processes within Salesforce gave
their entire company instant visibility into all communications,
stages, and progress of each of their customers.

WarrenCo Construction & Paving is an Indianapolis based
residential and commercial paving company founded in 1900.
Their services include building parking lots, roadways,
driveways, in addition to maintenance and repairs. In order to
successfully complete each project, WarrenCo goes through
numerous procedures with multiple parties involved. First, a
WarrenCo team member is responsible for manually scheduling
one of their Estimators to come onsite to take measurements
for a new project. At the appointment, the Estimator records all
required measurements and information needed on paper to
later be uploaded into spreadsheets and shared with the
prospect. This documentation process took on average 2-3 days,
giving enough time for WarrenCo’s competitors to provide their
own estimate to the prospect sooner. In today’s fast-paced
buyer’s market, being first is crucial to closing a deal. WarrenCo
recognized this and sought out a way to expedite their business
processes without sacrificing quality.

Accelerating the Construction Industry 

Schedule Estimator Appointment

Automated Same
Day Estimates
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Create and Send Estimates Onsite 

Receive Contract Signature 
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Putting together a construction estimate can take days, sometimes weeks depending on the size of
the project. Construction companies have to take into account dozens of costs, including those for
material and equipment, subcontractors and vendors, project managers, and that’s just the beginning.
Communicating back and forth with the project teams about costs and timelines slows down the
estimate creation process even further. Combine all the time spent collecting this information and a
competitor may have already provided the lead their estimate and won their business.
Responsiveness plays an essential role in the construction industry so being first, and accurate,
makes or breaks the deal. Construction companies need a solution that can quickly generate an
accurate estimate and send it out immediately.

Salesforce Reports and Dashboards were setup to display information WarrenCo needed to track in
real time including prospective clients, current projects, and future pipeline. Users can drill down
into their upcoming and past due tasks, track new leads by their source, and make accurate
upcoming sales predictions based off of the pipeline. Reports and Dashboards give users the ability
to identify trends, as well as issues before it’s too late. WarrenCo is constantly building on their
reporting within Salesforce to help track and display their KPIs in real time.

Corrao Group built an automated Estimator for WarrenCo within their Salesforce platform to
generate, send, and track estimates quickly. Instead of the time consuming process mentioned
earlier, WarrenCo can now create estimates within Salesforce during the initial onsite inspection.
They enter the necessary information while onsite and once completely filled out, the estimator
automatically provides estimated costs for everything needed; including the surface mix, trucks
in/out, and paving/cleanup crews. WarrenCo can then send out the estimate to the appropriate
parties, tracked and documented in Salesforce for others to see in real-time. Once it’s accepted,
payments are sent out and the installation dates are scheduled. 
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Accelerating Pipeline Progression with the Estimator 

Product Type (Concrete, Residential Asphalt,
Commercial Asphalt)
Product (Parking Lot, Carport, Speed Bump)
Job Type (Resurface, Grade and Pave,
Remove Asphalt) 
Specifics (Remove Depth, Remove Sqft,
Machine Used) 

The following is some of the
information that WarrenCo collects

and enters into their estimator:
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Salesforce to Quickbooks Sync 
Product Analysis 
Change Order Processing 

Corrao Group continues to work with WarrenCo to this day to help maximize their Salesforce
investment, utilizing Sales Cloud and Pardot, a B2B marketing automation system. With three major
Salesforce releases per year, Corrao Group makes sure that WarrenCo’s Salesforce is up to date with
new features and functionality. As with every business, when new procedures are put into place,
Corrao Group implements these within Salesforce if applicable. When questions or support are
needed, WarrenCo is able to reach out to Corrao Group for a solution. In addition to continuous
updates to the Estimator, system training is being held to ensure that user adoption stays at an all
time high.

With documentation dating back to 1847, the Warren family has been providing unmatched
residential and commercial paving services. The experts at WarrenCo Construction and Paving
continue that tradition to this date by offering high quality asphalt paving, concrete construction,
and general contracting services at a reasonable price. You should always work with a company
you can trust, and for over 100 years their family business withstood the test of time. They hold
themselves to the highest of standards and guarantee to deliver the best results for their
customers. Residing in Indianapolis today, WarrenCo values honesty and integrity, treating every
home and business as if it were their own.
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Continued Business Process Optimization

About

About

Founded in 2002, Corrao Group is a business process optimization and Salesforce consultation
company. As everyday power users of the Salesforce platform ourselves, we understand how
flexible the system is and how it can support every department of your business. Everyone on our
team uses Salesforce, giving us unparalleled experience in how far it can take a company.
Throughout over 2,000 projects, we’ve helped over 860 customers of all industries configure
Salesforce to their custom business processes and procedures. Our digital agency can compliment
or completely run your marketing efforts, including content writing, SEO, graphic design, and other
important strategies.
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